Owl Class Year 1 home learning pack Friday 8th January
Please see page 2 onwards for resources to support this learning.
You do not need to print the sheets, you can use any pieces of
paper to complete the work—the attached are for guidance.

Email
Please email all questions and finished work
(scans or photographs) to this address:

owlhomework@corvuseducation.com

Phonics/
spelling

English

Watch phonics lesson Listen to the new recording of the story to hear the next
lesson 33 exploring
part.
the /oy/ sound.
How do you think Laszlo is feeling now? How would you feel
How many words can if the dark spoke to you like this? What do you think will hapyou think of with oy
pen now? Why do you think that?
in them?
What do you think Laszlo should do now? He has followed
Check you know the
the dark this far but should he carry on? Are you scared of
meaning of these
the dark? What scares you about it? What might be scaring
words. Practice
Laszlo? Do you think Laszlo should turn back or try to overspelling them. Can
come his fears.
you put them into a
If you could talk to Laszlo what would you tell him? Would
verbal sentence?
you reassure him and tell him it’s ok to be afraid of the dark?
toy, boy, royal, deWould you tell him to stop being scared and do as the dark
stroy, joy
says? Do other people in your house agree? Can you use
some of the sentence stems we have been using such as “I
Share reading this
think….” “I disagree because….” “I agree with… because”.
book together that
uses oi and oy
For your writing task you are going to write a piece of advice
to Laszlo. See page 2 for some hints and tips.
A pet tortoise

Maths

Topic

Today we are thinking about sharing equally.

As we continue to think about the seasons we are going to listen to some
There are slides to look at attached to the email and there
music that is called the 4 seasons.
is a video here which explains this too.
Ask your grown-up to play the music on
Have a go at the questions on the slides—is Mrs Turk
the links to you without telling you
good at sharing equally?
which season they are playing. Lie
The sheet for the last task is on the slides and also on
down or close your eyes and listen to
page 3 of this document.
the music. Can you guess which season
is which?
Extra challenge: Find 5 cuddly toys to help you.

Spring

Summer

Winter
Now find some lego bricks or plates from a tea set, or any Autumn
other toys you like to use. Can you share them out equal- What gave it away?
ly with your cuddly toys? How many does each cuddly
Have a look of page 4 for some more
get? Is it fair and equal?
questions about the music.
Now it’s your turn to make some music.
Compose a sound for each season and
play them one after the other. Ask a
grown-up to video them and send them
to me so I can guess which sound is for
which season.

Start your advice as if you were writing to a friend with: Dear Laszlo
Think about what you want to tell him—maybe you could use one of these sentence

stems:
I think that…
Don’t worry about the dark it….
I am afraid of the dark too but…

I think you should…
Try to tell him why you are saying this:

I am afraid of the dark too but I think the dark sounds kind and you should go and chat to him
to see what he wants.
Finish by telling encouraging him for example:

I am sure it will all be ok. From...

What words would you use to describe this
music?

What words would you use to describe this
music?

Why do you think this is played quite quickly
and brightly?

This makes me think of lazing in the hot sun.
What does it make you think of?

Can you hear the instruments making sounds
that sound like birds tweeting?

How is it different to ‘Spring’?

What sound would you use to make people think
What sound would you use to make people think
of Summer?
of Spring?
What words would you use to describe this
music?
I think this sounds very busy—Autumn is a
very busy time of year—what can you think
of that happens in the Autumn?
What sounds might you hear in Autumn?

What words would you use to describe this
music?
What does this remind you of in Winter?

Why might it be lots of short notes at the start?
It makes me think of someone stepping carefully
on the ice then sliding along!

What sound would you use to make people
What sound would you use to make people think
think of Autumn?
of Winter?
Which piece of music was your favourite? Why?

